Teamsters pressing legislators, says Alatorre

By Roger Keeling

Speaking on the current migrant farmworker situation, EOP, a private group in the University system and anything you want to ask me,” Assemblyman Richard Alatorre, Democrat from East Los Angeles, appeared before a small group in the UCBen yesterday at 11 a.m.

Alatorre, chairman of the new Joint Legislative Committee on Farmworker Violence, launched his talk with comments about the influence that the UFW has in the state legislature versus the Teamsters’ influence.

“With the violence in Bakersfield, Delano and Fresno, there’s not much sympathy in Sacramento for the UFW,” he said. “The Teamsters, you know, have full-paid lobbyists who are there for the entire legislative session. The UFW has . . . no such organization.”

Noting that his committee “was formed under pressure,” he said that at the time of its creation, “no one was certain what was happening. It was at about that time that it looked like the Teamsters and the United Farm Workers were going to reach an accord.”

The accord was finally reached, but “it went out the window” when Teamsters President Frank Fitzsimmons stated that his union would have to honor the grape contracts they were at that time under.

This, he said, was the cause of the boycotts against Gallo wines and the grape growers.

His committee has since been investigating incidents of violence, and he described some of the events around the disturbances in Bakersfield.

One of the major ranches in the Bakersfield area hired 45 Teamsters, he said, “so we hired the cops.” When Teamsters President Frank Fitzsimmons stated that his union would have to honor the grape contracts they were at that time under, this, he said, was the cause of the boycotts against Gallo wines and the grape growers.

At present, Alatorre and several other legislators are working on a bill to provide secret ballots in the union elections, and to set up an election arbitration board.

Goleta Government Group adopts two-tier government

Recommendation certain to arouse I.V. disapproval

The Nexus learned yesterday that the Goleta Government Group has taken an official stand in support of a two-tier municipal government which would affect Hope Ranch, UCSB, Goleta and Isla Vista.

The decision was made in a meeting of the GGG last Wednesday night. A member of the group stated that they had synthesized a recommendation from several proposals which had been put before the Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO).

The recommendation from GGG to LAFCO closely resembles a recommendation made to the group by John Sanger, UCSB consultant and urban planner.

Under the two-tier plan, Santa Barbara would become a municipality annexing Goleta, Hope Ranch, UCSB and Isla Vista into one municipal government with each organization having its own community government.

Reaction to the two-tier system has been mixed since its conception. Most of the controversy revolves around the questions of tax bases and community sovereignty regarding law enforcement agencies.

There is little doubt, however, that Isla Vistans will contest the GGG’s stance, as they have an incorporation proposal pending before LAFCO.

3,394 whacks and Jean Fenster is the paddleboard champion of the world

By Mark Forster

Jean Fenster is not an ordinary world record holder.

The freshman from San Bernardino whacked a tiny rubber ball 3394 consecutive times in hopes of becoming the first paddleboard champion of the world to be recognized in the Guinness Book of World Records.

It took her approximately 30 minutes to set her pending record and was completed under the watchful eyes of San Nicholas head resident Glen Ybarrolle and over 14 other witnesses.

Using a customized cellphonewrapped handle on her paddleboard, she displayed little emotion during her quest and even less concentration, often hitting the ball with her eyes closed. She quit only when her arm failed her before she could reach 3500 consecutive hits.

“I hadn’t done it for years and when I picked up a paddle about two weeks ago the people in my dorm told me about the Guinness record book,” she explained.

A search through the record book then followed and revealed no existing mark for paddleball, which prompted Fenster to complete her task.

“I don’t have a natural talent for it and anybody can do it,” the humble champion sighed. “I want to see if other people will try to break it, and I’ll be willing to defend the title.”

What will happen if her record is accepted and the international spotlight of stardom strikes?

“Probably nothing,” she laughed. “I’ll still be an ordinary UCSB student.”

CREP to send representative to Washington

By Sal Salerno

Mike Drew, representative of the Committee for the Restoration of Ethics in Politics (CREP), will be leaving today for Washington D.C. to deliver some 3,000 voter pledge cards accumulated from a week’s drive at UCSB.

Prior to Drew’s departure CREP will hold a press conference at the Santa Barbara Airport. At the conference Abby Haight, A.S. External President, will announce the results of a meeting held yesterday at UC Berkeley of the nine UC campuses on a resolution calling for Nixon’s impeachment.

The voter pledges addressed to congressman Ketchum ask that “In the interest of maintaining credibility in our constitutional safeguards that you participate in or cause to be so lawfully examine whether the present trustee of the office of the Presidency is worthy of his post.”

When Drew arrives in Washington, he will hand deliver the voter pledges calling for impeachment procedures to Congressman Ketchum.

“Sending someone personally to Washington will make it clear to congressmen that the concern on UC campuses is genuine,” Drew commented.

Describing UCSB’s reaction to the voter pledge cards, Drew said, “In the five days of card distribution 3,000 were collected.”

Steve Alzenstat, one of the CREP organizers, feels the congressman’s response to the pledge’s plea will help determine his support in the next congressional election. He feels the idea behind the pledge card is to give the voter leverage in the sense of a commitment to support or non-support for the congressman in the next congressional election.

Encouraging participation, Alzenstat went on to say, “If half the people on this campus take the time to fill out a voter pledge card, 6,000 additional cards could be personally delivered to the respective congressman.”

Memorial services held for manager

Memorial services were held on campus yesterday for Charlie Bunten, manager of the UCSB water polo team, who was found dead in the campus pool last Wednesday.

Nearly one hundred mourners attended the noon services, which included addresses by members of the water polo team and coaching staff.

“He touched so many lives in so short a time,” water polo coach Rick Rowland commented to the audience.

Bunten, a transfer from Diablo Valley College, became a member of the swimming team and manager of the water polo team shortly after he entered UCSB last fall.

Teammate Rick Rosenquist, citing Bunten’s dedication, noted that “he accepted so many responsibilities.”

Bunten’s parents plan to dedicate a permanent award in his honor.
IVCC vote run poorly; Council faces tough road

Slate campaigning produced dismal results for candidates; minorities get representation

By Mike Gold

NEWS ANALYSIS

Behind the 8-ball? Under Age?

There's a saying that if you're behind the 8-ball it means you're under age. It's human dimensions.

Eight special risks insurance

No I.D. Required

At the polling place.

NOW PLAYING - UCSB Studio Theatre

Corruption in the Palace of Justice

Nov. 14, & 16 at 8 pm

The Ride Across Lake Constance

Nov. 13, 15, & 17 at 8 pm

Student tickets $1.00 at Arts & Lectures Ticket Office
Joey Hayes: 16-year-old wheels 'n deals in bikes

By Ann Haley

Varsity Bike Shop, look out. Joey Hayes, sixteen year old owner of Joey's Used Bike and Repair Shop, is out to provide some competition.

Set up in business by his construction worker father and aided by his 17-year-old brother James, Joey has been in business for two weeks at 934 Embarcadero del Norte, in part of the old Stop and Go Market.

"Right now used bikes are scarce," explained the young bike genius, adding that business seems a little slow. "I sell a couple of bikes a week, but mostly it's all repairs."

"I used to work on bikes four or five years ago for friends. Mostly I do it as a hobby," continued Joey. "One month ago we bought out the inventory, bike parts and five bikes from a Raleigh shop that was going out of business."

Joey, looking even younger than his 16 years, had planned to open earlier, but with his father handling the legal and financial aspects of getting up the business, it took him about one month to renovate the shop.

Joey, the second oldest of six children, lives on Pasado with his family, and had been operating a repair business of sorts out of his house for the past two years.

"DO IT MYSELF"

In addition to his brother James, Joey has a ten year old bike-whiz brother who could help out at home, but, says Joey, "Mostly I put the bikes together myself!" as his brothers don't know much about 10-speeds.

Joey quit school after the eighth grade when he was told that at 15 he didn't have to go to school if he had a part-time job. As he "never learned anything out of a book," he quit school to set up his own business. He sums up his plans for the future in one word - "bikes."

Joey plans his shop to be better than any other and to get weekend and after hours business by being open seven days a week from 8:30 a.m. to about 6:30 p.m. He totally reconditions each of the bikes he has to sell, which range from tricycles to 15 speeds.

Joey has had six guys come in during the past week looking for work, but hasn't hired anyone. He explained that the most difficult aspect of bike repair work is resapping a wheel, which usually takes a month to learn correctly. It took him one day and one night to learn it, and Joey demands that those who work for him be as good as he is. "I'm not calling myself a pro," he grins, "but I'm good."

Scholarship news, deadlines, etc...

The Office of Financial Aid has announced that 1974-75 California State Scholarship applications must be postmarked no later than Nov. 20.

The legislature has passed and Gov. Reagan has signed legislation increasing the number of new State Scholarships to approximately 14,000.

Students with reasonable test scores and financial need are urged to apply. All applicants under 23 years of age must file a completed Parents' Confidential Statement (PCS) for the 1974-75 academic year with the College Scholarship Service. The PCS must be postmarked no later than Dec. 11 in order to be processed by the commission.

An applicant must:
- Be a high school graduate by the summer of 1974, or have been accepted for admission by an accredited college as a full-time undergraduate student.
- Have not completed more than six semesters or nine quarters (or the equivalent) of college work prior to the award.
- Take the Scholastic Aptitude Test, or students who wish to have scores considered from prior administration of the SAT test must, during the current competition request that such scores be sent to the Commission prior to Nov. 20.
- File a Parents' Confidential Statement by Dec. 11.
- Be under 30 years of age, unless a veteran.

Information on graduate fellowships and grants are also available in the Financial Aid Office.

Applications for California State Graduate Fellowships for 1974-75 are due no later than Nov. 20.

State welfare director Brian here today

Dr. Earl W. Brian, Secretary of Health and Welfare for California, will be speaking here on "The Economics of Health and Welfare." The lecture, sponsored by the Economics Department, will be tomorrow at 2 p.m. in Chemistry 117.

WARRIOR BAND AND DANCERS AS CONCERTS PRESENTS

ALBERT KING

9:30 PM ROBERTSON GYM UCSB FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16th 5 Gold Records in 9 Months

219 days after release ALL DAY MUSIC LP was gold RIAA Certified: June 19, 1972

219 days after release SLIPPIN' INTO DARKNESS single was gold RIAA Certified: June 19, 1972

57 days after release THE WORLD IS A GHETTO LP was gold RIAA Certified: December 12, 1972

129 days after release THE WORLD IS A GHETTO single was gold RIAA Certified: March 2, 1973

50 minutes after release THE CISCO KID single was gold RIAA Certified: March 1, 1973

TICKETS: ASUCSB $4.00; OTHERS $5.00 — AVAILABLE: UCEN INFO BOOTH, MORNINGGLORY MUSIC, ... I.V., MUSIC ODYSSEY, ... S.BARB., SALZER'S MERCANTILE, ... VENTURA, STEREO WEST, ... S. MARIA, & S.L.O.
Elevators and speed limits

Along with general hatred for Richard Nixon, the admission that oil exports have tripled this year are causing a lot of liberals to doubt the authenticity of the energy crisis. Some are even playing down the need to conserve energy.

We would like to caution against hasty conclusions in this regard and we would also like to re-affirm our commitment to saving the use of energy. Whether or not the energy crisis is real, conserving energy is a good way to live. Most of the energy generated for personal and industrial use generates pollution affecting every human.

We would like to suggest two areas of energy conservation that may seem small but will help greatly if we all practice these principles (we try to practice them personally, by the way).

One is the shunning of elevators to travel merely one or two floors. Taking the stairs will save electricity and provide much needed exercise.

The other is keeping driving speeds below 50 mph. Gas is used most efficiently at this speed, so that there is less air pollution. It will also improve gas mileage, which will save you money. Traveling at lower speeds also increases general traffic safety.

Not only are these things good measures to take during a time of energy shortage (alleged or real) but perhaps more importantly, they are good ways to live. Everyone benefits if each individual learns to live more efficiently.

Nixon energy views cretinous

To the Editor:

It is almost axiomatic that the cretin in the White House should be considering a 30 or 40 cent per gallon tax on gasoline to alleviate the energy crisis. Another poor — who, apparently through sloth and stupidity, seem to deserve poverty.

How about some sensible proposals, such as:
- Halting the purchase of anything larger than Pinto's for leasing to corporations for salesmen's career-mutant junkets.
- Halting the non-business use of all company owned cars.
- Halting the production of mass V-8 gas hog engines for all except police and other emergency vehicles.
- Partial subsidy of the purchase of smaller power plant cars by owners of the huge beasts.

Then we could go to the ABCD type of rationing we used during WW II. Our "primitive" technology of the 40's could handle that, why not our sophisticated computers of the 70's?

This is another of the reasons I have for wanting to Mongold out of the White House and will continue to harass my legislators accordingly. Let's all try it — it might just do the trick.

John Anthony

A.S. election bylaw is partisan

To the Editor:

During this Wednesday's Leg Council meeting, the Ad Hoc Election Reform Committee will present its proposed by-law amendment to the current A.S. Election Code. As we see it, the purpose of this proposal is to provide an end to the crisis of election fraud and incompetence on the part of election supervisors. Verification of the by-law amendment must not occur as it is politically oriented and motivated. Every attempt has been made to benefit partisan politics at the expense of the general electorate.

Politically motivated arbitrators have consciously overlooked that the A.S. Residents' Hall Association-A.S. elections compromise on campaign procedures within the dorms. Obviously, the lack of consideration accounted for the interests of 25% of the student body is only surmised by the callous attitude displayed by some members of the elections committee in refusing to recognize or respect RHA's Election Code.

The RHA Code seeks to provide limited protection for dorm residents against the onslaught of political campaigners and candidates. Evidently, a majority of the elections committee feels that A.S. campaigning outweighs individual rights of dorm students to avoid harassment due to their particular living arrangements.

Largely due to a dormwide turnout of relatively conservative voters in last spring's A.S. election, polling places near the dorms are being eliminated by politicos concerned with next spring's election.

Lastly, it is our hope that all students concerned with the right of a living group to determine its own protection RHA's Election Code.

Dave Claugus, RHA Pres.

Bet vs. apathy

To the Editor:

A lot has been written recently by concerned readers about student apathy at UCSB. For one do not share this view. To support my belief, I am willing to bet anyone a copy of Fawaz Turk's famous book "The Dishinherited" to a copy of Cleaver's comparable book "Soul On Ice" that enough students will be interested to hear Mr. Turk speak on Wednesday noon about the Palestinian problem to pack Physics 1610.

Fareed Haddad
President, Arab Student Association

'Duck Throat'

To the Editor:

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who attended "Duck Throat" for their enthusiastic response, and to say "sorry" to those people who we had to turn away. We had no idea the show was going to sell out and were even more surprised when enough people turned out for a second show. It was a night we will all remember.

Timothy Emmens, Swing Club President for the cast and supporters of "Duck Throat"

by Garry Trudzau
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Modern dance spectacular features students, faculty in original compositions

An exciting and unusually varied program of modern dance will be presented by the UCSB Dance Division Nov. 29 through Dec. 2 at 8:00 p.m. in the Main Theatre. CHOREORAMA 73' under the direction of faculty member Rona Sande features works by six different choreographers.

"Choreography no. 10" is the title of the dance offered by Miss Sande. This work is intricately entwined, in its movement patterns, with the Baroque musical score that accompanies it. The dance contrasts slow elegant movements with fast and playful sequences.

Working basically from a kinesthetic approach, graduate student Shari Cavin has choreographed "Tensile". Complex and subtle movement patterns give rise to a mood which slowly builds in the properties of the title of this piece implies, tension and stretch.

A major work presented in CHOREORAMA 73" is "Vision". This multimedia piece is a continuation of the creative project by Margot Crosman. It is a sardonic attempt to express the choreographer's view of life with her view of aesthetics. Crosman is interested in pure movement. An inscrutable musical score that accompanies this work ranges from the surreal to the formal and the show is reviewed in Thursday's arts section.

Wednesday's "Nexus" will be a review of the American Film Theatre's production of "The Inescapable" by Harold Pinter. The film will show for the last time in Isla Vista at 10 a.m. Wednesday, Nov. 14 at the Magic Lantern, for $1.50 (student admission). Don't miss it!
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"Choreography no. 10" is the title of the dance offered by Miss Sande. This work is intricately entwined, in its movement patterns, with the Baroque musical score that accompanies it. The dance contrasts slow elegant movements with fast and playful sequences.
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Wanted

Need ride to Bilt, Md. or any

Bay Area (Sunnyvale) — need ride on Thursday Nov 15 after 12 noon.

For Rent

Stall 2 bed apt w/yard El Niño close to bch & UCSC 645-1687.

Sublease 3 rooms, 3 bath duplex, Avell. Woman quarters, will 400/month & 4-6 people. Good location, 658-4137 or come by 6467 Apt, Apt A.

Roommate Wanted

2 F needed to share 2 bed bath apt. now. 6467 trips, 2 Bed Apt. Trips, No. 3.

STEREO COMPOSITES

Cost + 10% - Share MIKEY's $19.99

Ski K2 comp 207 cm like new 450$, borni Hockey buckle 25$, size 11W, 658-1512, Tom

Typewriters, manual, electric, like new, offer, 962-5067 eve.

Tennis racquets Wilson Y3000 & 3 guarding Smash. New Responsible 944-7350 must see soon.

2 F needed to share 2 bed bath apt. now. 6467 trips, 2 Bed Apt. Trips, No. 3.

Real Estate

Why throw away rent money? You can have your own fireplace, front porch, flowers & lots of room in a new-quality home for sale. 961-1179.

For Sale

3 radial tires size 14 for VVR, real CHP check Kilo 685-1169.

For sale stereo head phones and receiver, cond. 85%. Call 5 after 5 968-5498.

Sell mens 10 speed good cond. 450$, trade for 100$. Call 961-9600.

New Hawes Excel 205 alder 210 cheep 944-8059 not mounted.

Make a belt or Purse, New World Resources 6578 Trips

Elect. calc. brand new sacrafice 950$, Call 967-9347 eves.

945$ 625 965-7550 Sally

Heawtstad-Pickup 35 ldw windshield replacement 944-4074.

Tennis racquets Wilson Y3000 & 3 guarding Smash. New Responsible 944-7350 must see.

Sensory Awareness: Taught by Ness

287-3010.

REAS., DIANA, 968-6197.

ORIGINAL RESEARCH

Call Jeanette, 968-4301.

90049, Tel (213) 826-0955, (714) 275-8180.

965-2852 or 687-9554

 meetings and parties: "Over-25"

Meetings and parties: "Over-25"


TYPING—EDITING ORIGINAL RESEARCH

Disseminations through our guaranteed 962-2553 or 687-9554.

TYPINO FAST, ACCURATE, CORRECT

These, dissertations, manuscripts, 65 cents, 687-0391 eves. wends.

CHARTERED YEAR-ROUND DISCOUNTS TO ALL CANADA, USA/Orlent/Europe, 685-2002.
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IM update

Rodriguez, consisting of Mike Maas and Lynne Gaffikin, defeated the team of Gary Hopper and Laura Elliot by the score of 15-11 to capture top honors. In Sunday's coed volleyball tournament, 49 teams signed up for the event, although 12 had to be disqualified due to ineligibility rules.

Maas and Gaffikin defeated the team of Oliver and Elliot to reach the finals while Hopper and Elliot edged the team of White and Blockley to advance in their bracket.

Today's action is highlighted by the Other Guys-Coke stadium feature at 8 p.m. in an A league crucial while Pat Potella T. M unger and Blockley to advance in their tough.

Upcoming games

11-12
1. Zone 2-RM's
2. Buffalo Breath-Cheech Wizards
3. Mushrooms-Bob's
4. Potella T. M unger-Hospital Zone
5. Pina Donna-Palaides
6. Hopper and Elliot-Credo Wooly
7. Happy Acre Farm-Team Ed
8. Lie-bet-Butt Smokers

11-14
1. Who Gives a Shit-Yucca
2. Turks-Kinka Sax
3. Her Runabaga-Jim
4. Mann's Apples-Tallywag
5. Monro-sigra P.
6. Rhino Raiders-OB Rangers
7. Small Fry's-Plying Canards
8. Stickey Eyes-One Eyed Snake

Floor hockey

JM's newest and fastest sport, floor hockey, resumed action last week with the acquisition of new sticks. Dog Dude and Whathelok, both easy winners last week, look equally tough.

Dog Dude 7, Rocky Min Oyster 2
Wheelheli 11, Tropicana 13
Dipsticks 6, Pack ups 2
Phi Deta 5, Boonaum 5

USED FURNITURE
BUY - COLLECTABLES - SELL
SANDPIPER CREATIONS
430 F St., Fairview, Goleta 764-7542
(Fast-Mart Shopping Center)

RESEARCH

Research is a continuing need for research workers.

Research Assistance, Inc.
11841 Mission Blvd., Suite 2
Cerritos, Calif. 90703
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5865

Thousands of topics

If you are unable to come to our office please call for your subject, we will send you a tabulation of the complete index and if you are unable to come to our office please call for your subject, we will send you a tabulation of the complete index and if you are unable to come to our office please call for your subject, we will send you a tabulation of the complete index.
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Spikeettes finish 16-5, set to host Regionals

by Debby Fank

Unさまざまely defeated by powerful UCLA and Long Beach teams, and victorious over an overmatched Northridge club, UCSB's spikeettes closed out their regular season last Saturday in fine fashion.

Third in league with a 6-4 mark, but sporting an impressive 16-5 overall record, the Gauchos will be spending the next two weeks in preparation for the Southern California Regionals which will get underway on November 30 here in Rob Gym.

Despite losing to Long Beach and UCLA last weekend, the Gauchos are optimistic of their chances in the Regionals, where they will get rematches with both clubs as well as the opportunity to play other top volleyball teams in Southern California.

UCLA lengths streak

UCLA continued their hex on Santa Barbara Thursday, as they seemed to monopolize the score without proving that they were necessarily the better team, winning 15-8, 15-10.

Santa Barbara hit .297 as nest as point-Fresno State in the opening game, 7-3.

The defense broke down and allowed two breakaway goals; goalie Mike Mirkovich didn't have his usual tough game; and steady Ron Misiolek even missed a goal.

UCSB narrowed the margin to 5-3 late in the third period before UCI tied the score with 1.02 left on the clock as Bruce Black led the Irvine team.

Barbara second and Long Beach third. The Gauchos must beat Fresno State by a 12-2 count.

A league's decisive 7-3 upset by Northridge. With LaFleur serving as the Gauchos' leader and Long Beach who climbed back to 15-5, Occidental by 7-3, and

Santa Barbara to wind up the season.

The Northridge match was somewhat of a sparse affair as the Gauchos compiled a 10-3 lead.

Northridge took on a silent air on Friday and Saturday at De Anza Pool. The drowning of team manager Bruce Black led the Irvine team.

Bruce Black led the Irvine team.

Through the whole affair, UCSB outscored all their foes, and victorious over an powerful UCLA and Long Beach teams.

Despite losing to Long Beach who climbed back to 15-5, Occidental by 7-3, and

oevined by Irvine and Santa

The Anteaters lived up to their name.

however, the Gauchos dominated by Irvine and Santa

Fresno "State by a 12-2 count.

The league champion in Southern California.

Whathefuk 11, Tropicana 13, Dipsticks 6, Puck ups 2

Today's football action is

RESEARCH

Our research material is sold for research assistance only.

Send for your up-to-date, 144-page, search papers. Enclose $1.00 to cover mail order catalog of 4,500 quality research papers.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 12
CABBY'S
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

VOLKSWAGEN
FOREIGN CAR
SERVICE

5724 Hollister Ave.

DAILY NEXUS & KCBS-FM present
Meet the Press-conference
Thursday, November 15
UCen Program Lounge
Noon - 1:30
Guest Speaker:
GIDEON PELEG

All are invited to attend
By Matt Koerner

IVCC Coordinator Jim Bellilove has presented a program depicting Isla Vista's need for incorporation Friday to the chancellor and vice-chancellors. The program presented to inform various south coast communities (including Goleta and Santa Barbara) about the particular situation of I.V., covered all aspects of the incorporation question, including a slide show on the history of the community's development and plans for creation of the city.

Reviewing reasons for the incorporation movement, Bellilove cited the urbanized nature of I.V., the increasing proportion of non-students in the population and the unique opportunity I.V. presents for development of an "aesthetically and environmentally attuned community."

Saying "IVCC's purpose is to put itself out of business," Bellilove then covered the development of this quasi-governmental council, patterned after the other municipal advisory council in the state in East Palo Alto.

From an initial government study of I.V. in 1971, this particular type of governing body was chosen over the city, village or college community districts forms. A second study the next year determined that incorporation would be a better alternative. When presented to the voters of the community in the form of a plebiscite in November 1972, the incorporation alternative was overwhelmingly supported.

The present step of incorporation proposal submission to LAFCO was then reviewed.

"GO AWAY"

Overall response to the program by the chancellor was generally positive except at one point, when, in discussion of I.V.'s history, the University's pre-riot attitude was stated to have been that "they wanted everyone (in I.V.) to go away."

Disputing this, Chadbuck maintained that this was "only a perception of some students and does not agree with our attitude toward I.V."

However, both he and several of the other participants did admit that apparent student enmity in I.V. toward oldsters has hampered their complete understanding of I.V.'s problems.

While the achievements of past councils have been many, this year's council must effectively cope with two issues that past councils have also faced, one of which remains unsolved.

The unsolved dilemma is how to engender community participation; which is essential if council plans to open up the governmental process, to the community and if incorporation, the second issue, is to be successful. The drive for incorporation has encountered several "spheres of influence," which must be dealt with by council.

"Council's job, then, among other things, will be to engage community participation and keep this town on the steady path toward incorporation. Good luck.
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